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THE NORD COLOUR TERMINAL SYSTEM 

To run the NCT system you need the following equipment: 

- one TTY or asynchronous modem interface 
- one red-green-blue monitor 
- one NCT controller 
- one cable to connect the interface to the controller 
- coax cables to connect the RGB monitor to the controller 

In addition, as options, there is a special NCT keyboard connected directly to 
the controller and a joystick, also connected directly to the controller. 

The NCT controller contains: a 3K-16 bits refresh memory, a 2K-8 bits symbol 

buffer and a 32 cell-12 bits colour buffer. 

All buffers/memories can be written in from the computer, but cannot be 

read. 

The possibilities are as follows: 

- 512 x 384 programmable points on the monitor 

- the 512 horizontal points are divided into 64 addressable columns and the 

384 vertical points are divided into 48 addressable lines. 

- each of the 3072 grids (64 x 48) may be displayed with: 

- one of 16 programmable foreground colours 
- one of 8 programmable background colours 
- blinking or not blinking (foreground and background blinks with dif- 

ferent frequencies) 
- one of 16 height sizes on the grid 
- one of 256 programmable symbols within the grid 
- a cursor follow and a cursor hold possibility 
- one of the 8 programmable cursor colours 
- a window up/down possibility for looking at parts of the refresh 

memory not at present on the monitor screen 

- a keyboard may be delivered (as an option) with standard alphanumeric 

keys, a set of control keys and function keys with the text on keytops 
with built in light bulbs. These lamps are programmable to give light/no 

light. 

- a joystick option for cursor control. 
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1.1 REFRESH MENORY 

The refresh buffer holds, as mentioned, 48 lines of information. 

When an 8 x 6 symbol size is specified, all the 48 lines are shown on the mon- 

itor screen at the same time. lf, however, a greater symbol size is specified, 

there will be mere lines in the refresh buffer than are visible on the monitor 

screen. The windowing mechanism may be used in this case for showing the 

other part of the refresh buffer. 

The content of a cell in the refresh buffer contains pointers to the foreground 

" and background colours in the colour buffer, a pointer to one of four symbol 

tables and a pointer to one of the 64 symboal tables inside each symbol table. 

And, finally, blink/no blink flag. 

Figure 1.1 illustrates the layout of the refresh memory with its pointers. 
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Figure 1.1. 
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1.2 

The symbol buffer is divided into four blocks (tables). Within each block it is 
possible to write 64 symbols. The symbol generator utilizes a writable storage 
to specify each symbol. This store contains one bit for each point in the sym- 
bol. The symbol size may be froman 8x 1 grid and up to an 8 x 16 grid. 

Using the 8 x 8 format or less, the symbol store can contain specifications of 
up to 256 different symbols. ) 

For formats greater than 8 x 8, the symbol stores can contain up to 128 dif- 
ferent symbols since two of the symbol blocks must be connected to obtain 

such grids. 
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Figure 1.2, 

This figure shows the layout of an alphanumeric character, which has been 
written into a character position in one of the symbagl tables in an 8 x 8 grid (. 
means 0, x means 1). 

Initially, the ASCII set is loaded into symbol buffer number one using an 8 x 8 
grid, 
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1-4 

1.3 'COLOUR BUFFER 

The colour buffer contains: 

- 16 cells for the foreground colours present at any one time 

- 8 cells for the background colours present at any one time 

- 8 celis for the cursor colours present at any one time 

Each colour level contains information about how much red, green and blue 

colour must be mixed to give the actual colour on the specific level. 

Each colour on one level has 16 mixing possibilities, and since each level has 

three main colour possibilities, this will give one of the foreground, back- 

ground or cursor levels the ability to select one colour out of 4096 colour pos- 

sibilities. 

Initially, the colour buffer is loaded with a standard set of colours, so the user 

may start running the software using these. 

Example: 

The foreground colour number one has the following binary value in the colour 

buffer: 

  

FI111010010000 
  

red green blue 

This content gives 15 red parts (maximum), 4 green parts and no blue parts, 

which together gives a nice red colour. 
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The initial colours are: ;ELMM 

R G B 
  

  
  

  

  
  
  

  

       

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

              

Foregrqund Number: [_E 

0 black o o 

1 red & o | 
2 green ¥ o 
3 yellow /Y 0 
4 blue /o /S 
5 mangenta 5 /Y 
6 cyan /¥ /2 
7 orange g 2 
8 olive gréen /7 o 
9 crimson lake b & 

10 prussian blue lo /0 

11 darkred el 
i2 turquoise blue ~ Y 
13 brown ' 
14 imperial blue ’o /= 7 
15 white ‘= = 8 

Background Number: 

0 black > > 5 
1 red 2 3 2 
2 green 2 s > 

3 yellow 2 2 o 
4 blue = P 
5 manganta ’ 2 
6 Gyan D 2 2 

7 giey 

Cursor Number; 

0 grey 
1 cyan 
2 mangenta 
3 bive 
4 yeliow 
5 green 
6 red 
7 black   \   

The cursor colpurs are chosen to give a colour different frem the background 
colour on the same level. The reason for this is that the cursor levels auto- 
matically follows the background levels when cursor is used. 

This rnaans that when cursor is shown on background level  (black), the cui- 
sor level used is level 0 (grey), and whenever the background colour changes 
the cursor colour changes automatically. [ue to the black leval setting of the 
monitor, the background number 0 always has to be defined as black. 
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The NCT Service Program is divided into two parts: 

- one subsystem which makes it easy to update, generate and save 
different, or parts of pictures, symbols and colours 

- one BRF library containing most of the subsystem facilities to be called 
and used by other subsystems, 

The first part of this chapier describes the system commands and how to use 
them. The second part contains the parameters to be used when calling the 
same functions from other subsystems. 

A reasonable way to use the NCT-SP is to generate the wanted symbols, 
colours, macros and main pictures by help of the subsystem, and then update, 
change and look at the results by calling the BRF library from programs written 
in BASIC, FORTRAN or NORD PL. 

The commands or the possibilities of the NCT-SP may be divided into the fol- 

lowing groups: 

- The clear/initiate commands 
- The colour ccmmands 
- The symbol cormmiands 
- The picturc cornmands 
- The macro commands 
- The keyboard commands 
- All other commands (auxilary) 

2.1 THE CLEAR/INITIATE COMMANDS 

- NCT-NAME 

- CLEAR 

2.1.1 - NCT-NAME <device name> 

The first thing to do when entering the NCT-SP is to specify the output device 

name using this command. 

The command is necessary even when one is using an NCT keyboard as it 
initializes the refresh image and loads a standard set of colours and symbols. 

Example: 

*NCT-NAME NCT 

In this example the actual terminal is named NCT in SINTRAN. 
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Example: 

*NCT-NAME 
< 

Here the command is given from an NCT keyboard and therefore no name has 

to be specified, but the command is nevertheless necessary. 

21.2  CLEAR 

This command clears the screen, the internal refresh buffer, and an internal 

dynamic buffer (described later in connection with the picture commands). 

2.2 THE COLOUR COMMANDS 

The following colour commands are available: 

- LOOK-AT-COLOUR 
- WRITE-COLOUR 
- CHECK-COLOUR 
- SAVE-COLOUR 
- FOREGROUND 
- BACKGROUND 

221 LOOK-AT-COLOUR" <FG/BG> <No.> 

This command gives the opportunity to look at the colours currently in the 

colour buffer. The colours will be shown from the present position on the 

monitor. 

The command has two parameters, where the first determines whether fore- 

ground (FG) or background (BG) or both (defauit (CR)) shall be displayed. 

The second paiameter determines whether only one <no.> or all (default 

(CR)) colour levels shall be displayed. 

Example: 

*LOO-AT-COL 
(FG/BG): F - 

N0 
This example will display all 15 foreground colours present from the current 

position on the monitor. 
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2232 WRITE-COLOUR <FG/BG/CU> <No.> <InputFile> 

WRITE-COLOUR is used to change one or more of the present colours. 

The first parameter determines whether it is the foreground, background or 
cursor colour which is to be changed. The second parameter determines the 
level number inside the described group. 

The third parameter determines which file the new colour information is to be 
taken from {default file is the terminal (CR)). 

The colour information is three decimal numbers ranging from 0 to 15 separa- 
ted by spaces, which give information of how many red, green and blue parts 
the actual new colour level is to consist of. 

Example: 

*WRITE-COL 

(FG/BG/CU): BG 
NO.: 1 
INPUT FILE 

10 3 0 < 
This command will change the background colour number 1 into a colour con- 
sisting of 10 red parts, 3 green parts and no biue parts. 

NOTE: Do not try to change background colour number 0 (biack). It will cause 
problems for the monitor and the NCT-SP, 

223  CHECK-COLOUR * <FG/BG/CU> <No> 

This command will print on the terminal, for the colour specified by the two 
parameters used in the same way as the commands above, 3 decimal numbers 
which show the relation of red, green and blue parts giving the actual colour. 
Example: 

*CH-COL 
(FG/BG/CU): FG 
NO.: 2 
0140 

The present foreground colour for level 2 consists of no red parts, 14 green 
parts and no blue parts. 

224 'SAVE-COLOURS <Output File> 

The present colour buffer may be saved on a file to be used as needed in con- 
nection with the WRITE-COLOUR command. 
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2.2.5 

The parameter <no.> means a foreground level between 0 and 15. All fur- 

ther output on the monitor will be made with the foreground colour specified. 

Example: 

*FOREGR 1 

2.2.6 

  

The parameter <no> means a background level between 0 and 7. All further 

output on the monitor will be made with the background colour specified. 

Example: 

*BACK7 
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2.3 

2.3.1 

The following symbol commands are available: 

- LOOK-AT SYMBOL 
- WRITE-SYMBOL 

= CHECK-SYMBOL 
- SAVE-SYMBOL 
- SET-SYMBOL-BUFFER 

' LOOK-AT-SYMBOL <SYMBOL-BUFFER(1/2/3/4)> <No.> 

It is possible to look at the content of the different symbol buffers by using this 

command. 

The content is displayed from the current position on the screen with the cur- 

rent foreground and background colours. 

The first parameter determines which one of the four symbol buffers is to be 

shown (default is all 64 (CR)). 

Example: 

*LOOK-AT-SYM 
SYMBOL BUFFER {1/2/3/4): 1 

NO.: 
-] : 

This example will display all the 64 characters present in symbol buffer number 

one. 
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2.3.2 WRITE-SYMBOL<SYMBOL BUFFER (1/2/3/4)><Nop<{/nput 

File> 

This command is used to change one or more of the characters in one or more 

of the symbol buffers. 

The first parameter determines which of the symbol buffers is to be used 

(default is all four (CR)). 

The second parameter determines which character number inside one symbol 

buffer one is to start with {(default is character number0 (CR)). 

The third parameter determines the input file (default is the terminal (CR)). 

The character (symbol) is defined by a matrix where each element is an X or a 

period (.); where X means that the corresponding bit in symbol matrix is set, 

while a period means it is not. When defining a character, X or period is typed 

in the proper sequence. 

In addition, two characters are used (: and ;) to easily set a whole line or the 

rest of the line equal to one or zero where : means periods on the rest of the 

line.and ; means x's on the rest of the line. 

A character consists of 8 points in horizontal direction, but the number of lines 

in the matrix (grid) depends on the actual grid size {default are 8 lines). 

For grid sizes up to 8 x 8, the command continues automatically tc the next 

character when one grid is finished. 

For grid sizes greater than 8 x 8 {8 x 9 - 8 x 16), the command will continue to 

update the corresponding character using the next symbol buffer before the 

next character is begun. 

The upper half of a symbol in such grids is in one symbol buffer, and the lower 

half of the symbol is in the corresponding position in the next buffer. 

Symbol buffers 1 and 3 are used for the upper half of symbols greater than 8 x 

8 grids, and symbol buffers 2 and 4 are used for the lower half of the symbols. 

Any character different from the four described (. - x - ; - :) will terminate the 

command. 

Example: 

*W-SYMB 
SYMBOL BUFFER (1/2/3/4):1 

NO.: 1 
INPUT FILE: 

-------- 
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In this example, the character number one in the symboi buffer one is written 

in from the terminal. 

The grid size is 8 x 8 in this example, and after changing the specified 

character the command is terminated (by typing E). 

23.3  CHECK-SYMBOL <SYMBOL BUFFER (1/2/3/4)> <No.> 

This command prints on the terminal the character number specified by the 

two parameters and in the same way as for the previous command, the actual 

grid presented by the use of periods (.) and x's. 

Example: 

*CH-SYM 
SYMBOL BUFFER (1/2/3/4): 1 
NO.: 1 

-------- 

2.3.4 

  

One or all of the present symbol buffers are saved on a file to be used 

whenever required in connection with the WRITE-SYMBOL command. 

2.3.5 

  

Ali further output on the monitor will be done with the symbol buffer specified 

by the parameter <no.> . 
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2.4 THE PICTURE COMMANDS 

The following picture commands are available: 

- COPY-FILE 
- READ-FILE 
- SAVE-PICTURE 
- WRITE-PICTURE 

2.4.1  COPY-FILE <Input File> 

COPY-FILE is used to copy a picture file to the NCT to enable one to look at 

and/or update the picture, or the command can be used to draw a new picture 

directly from the terminal. 

While executing this command it is possible to change window, blink, direc- 

tion mode, cursor follow/stop, select symbol buffer, foreground and back- 

ground using the control characters described in Appendix A of this manual. 

One or two digits specifying the relevant information must be typed in after 

the various control characters (which are engraved buttons on an NCT key- 

board). 

Example: 

EG (control A) must be followed by two decimal digits {00 to 15) specifying the 

actual FG level. 

BG (control C) must be followed by one decimal digit (0 to 7} specifying the ac- 

tual BG level. ' 

Block (control Y) must be followed by one decimal digit (1 to 4), specifying the 

actual symbol buffer. 

Window (control X) must be followed by two decimal digits (00 to 15) specify- 

ing the actual down line on the windowing. 

All information copied by this command is saved in two buffers. 

One is the refresh image buffer used in connection with the "'write-picture’’ 

command, and the other is the dynamic buffer used in connection with the 

save-picture” command. These buffers are also described in corresponding 

commands. 
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2.4.2 

2.4.3 

Example: 

*COPY-FPICT 

The picture on the file PICT is copied to the NCT, 

*COPY-F 
<) 

A€ 013 DEMONSTRATIONW € 

* 

In this example, foreground number 1 and background number 3 are selected 
before the text "DEMONSTRATION” is written on the monitor. W & (control 
w) will terminate the COPY-FILE command. 

- SAVE-PICTURE <Output File> 

This command is used to save, on a file, all information written on the NCT 

since the last "CLEAR’ command. 

This information is stored sequentially in the so-called internal dynamic buffer, 
and the only character which clears this buffer is the clear character (14g). 

This information also includes everything written to the symbol and colour buf- 
fers. Thus, the desired symbol and colour set may be included in a picture file 
and/or a dynamic changing of symbols and colours is possible since this inter- 
nal buffer has all information from the latest “"WRITE-SYMBOL"” and "WRITE 
COLOUR"” commands. When such a file is copied to the monitor screen, the 
picture will be drawn in the same sequence as that in which the information 

was given to the NCT, 

- WRITE-PICTURE: <Output File> 

This command will save, on a file, the current contents of the refresh image 
buffer. This buffer is continually updated and will always contain an exact re- 
presentation of the present monitor picture. It is only the refresh image which 
is saved on the file, not the symbol or the colour buffers. 

A combination of “WRITE-PICTURE” and ""SAVE-PICTURE” commands is 
the best way to store a complete picture. 

Note that a "WRITE-PICTURE" " command must be followed by the relevant 
“"SAVE-PICTURE"” command, otherwise conflicts will arise in the refresh 

image bufier. 

Whern copying a “WRITE-PICTURE" file to the monitor screen again, the pic- 
ture will be drawn in the same sequence as the refresh buffer (from the upper 
left part of the monitor and downwards). 
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2.5 

2.5.1 

- CREATE-MACRO 
- LOOK-AT-MACRO 
- MOVE-MACRO 
- CHECK-MACRO-FILE 
- DELETE-MACRO-NAME 

" CREATE-MACRO <Macro File> <Name> <No. of Lines> 
<No. of Col> 

Here, a macro refers to part of a picture element built up in the way described 
in the "COPY-FILE"" command. 

This picture element may be inspected at any time, and at any position on the 
screen. One macro file may contain several macros where the <name> para- 
meter identifies each individual macro. 

The <name> parameter only takes account of the first 6 characters written. 

The two last parameters Kno. of lines>, <no. of col>) determine the size of 
the picture element. A macro can always be created from the terminal. 

Example: 

*CREATE-M 
MACRO FILE: PICTURES 
NAME: PART1 
NO, OF LINES: 3 
NO.OFCOL.: 4 
-READY- 
YC¢2 ABCD 

EFGH 
UKLWE 

* 

This macro creation starts by selecting symbol buffer number2 {control Y, 2). 

Then, the first line contains the characters numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4 (A, B, C 

and D). 

The user must then position the cursor correctly to the starting point of the 
next line by using the direction codes (the four arrows: — { <— } ), and 
the next four characters from symbol buffer number 2 are typed in. The same 
procedure is carried out for the third line after which the macro is terminated 
using W € (control W). 

All the control functions may be included in a macro. The symbo! buffer, fore- 
ground and background information may either be included in the macro defi- 
nition or be chosen when the macro is used (see the following two com- 

mands}, 
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2.5.2  LOOK-AT-MACRO <Macro File> <Name> <Line> <Col> 
<FG/BG/SB> 

This command will fetch the actual macro specified by the two first parame- 
ters ( <macro file> and <pame>>) and place it on the monitor screen at the 
position specified by the two following parameters (<line> and <col.>). 
These parameters refer to the upper left part of the macro picture. 

The three last parameters determine with which foreground, background and 
symbol buffer the macro shall be shown. If this information is included in the 
macro, the answer for the relevant parameter should be CR. It is a prerequisite 
for the next command to be described ("MOVE-MACRO"”) that the relevant 
macro first be fetched using a "LOOK-AT-MACRO" command. 

Example: 

*LOO-AT-MA 
MACRO-FILE: PICTURES 
NAME: PART1 

This example will fetch the specified macro (PICTURES (PART1)) and display 
it on the monitor screen from the specified position (2, 3} with the foreground 
colour 1, background colour 0 and with the symbol buffer specified in the 

macro. 

1. If the parameter has a value, the new value is used. 

2. If the parameter has a default value, CR in the subsystem or 644p in the 
BRF library, the value from the macro creation is used. 

3. If the parameter is equal to 6315 the actual value from that special piace 
in the refresh memory is used. 

This concerns LOOK-AT-MACRO and MOVE-MACRO. 

2.5.3 - MOVE-MACROL Line> LCol.> <FG> <BGY <SBY {Keep Oid 
(Y/IND 

The macro last fetched using the "LOOK-AT-MACRO command may be 
moved using this command. The position the macro is moved to is determined 
by the first two parameters (line, column), and the three next parameters deter- 
mine the new foreground and background colour and the symhol buffer to be 
used in the same way as described in the "LOOK-AT-MACRQ"” command. A 
macro may be moved as many times as desired and the cursor blinks &t the 
macro which it is possible to move. 
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The last parameter Kkeep old (Y/ND>) determines whether the old picture 

element is to remain on the picture (Y) or not {N). 

Example: 

*MOVE-M 

1 
SB:3 

KEEP OLD (Y/N} N 
* 

Here the relevant macro is moved into position 6, 7 with a new foreground 

colour2, a new background colour 1 and a new symbol buffer 3. 

The old picture element is removed. 

2.5.4 CHECK-MACRO-FILE <Macro File> 

The command will list, on the terminal, all the macro names on the specified 

macro file. 

Example: 

*C-M-F PICTURES 
1 PART1 
2 PART2 
3 PART3 
* 

In this example, the macro file PICTURES consists of three entries named 

PART1, PART2 and PART3. 

2.56.5 " DELETE-MACRO-NAME<Macro File><Name-Number . . (1-77)/> 

This command will delete one entry in a macro file. The actual entry is speci- 

fied by a number which refers to the list given by the check-macro-file com- 

mand. 

Example: 

*DEL-MA-NAPICTURES 3 
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2.6 

2.6.1 

    

One keyboard command is available: 

- SET-COMMAND-FIELD 

JELD <Line> <Col.> <No. of Lines> 

This command must be given immediately after the "NCT-NAME" cormmmand 
if an NCT keyboard is used. 

The command will define a picture command field (specified by the three para- 
meters) which displays the NCT-SP commands. 

The NCT is now being usad as an ordinary terminal. 

The command field may be moved whenever required by repeating the com- 
mand. 

This is done whenever one wishes to avoid the mixing on the screen of picture 
data and command output. 

When using the NCT keyboard the symbol buffer number 1 should always con- 
tain the ASC!l character set to make it easier to read the commands. 

Example: 

*SET-C-F 
LINE: 33 
coL.: 0 
NO. OF LINES: 16 
* 

In this example, the command field is moved to line 33, column 0 and consists 

of 16 lines. 

When the last line in a command field is reached, the next output will be prin- 
ted on the first line of the command field. 
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2.7 

2.7.1 

2.7.2 

The other commands available are: 

- LEFT/RIGHT/UP/DOWN 
- GRID-SIZE 
- CURSOR 
- BLINK 
- SET-ADDRESS 
- WINDOW 
- STATUS 

. - HELP 
- EXIT 

  

When characters are transmitted sequentially to the refresh buffer, the normal 
text mode is to step the address automatically towards the right hand side of 
the line, but when working with semigraphic pictures it is just as normal to 
step in any direction: right, left, up or down. The above commands are used to 
specify the step direction (right direction is default). The same rasult can be 
achieved by using the special buttons on an NCT keyboard or by using the fol- 
lowing control characters in a “"COPY-FILE” command: Q¢ = right, RC = |ef, 
TC= upand S¢ = down. 

GRID-SIZE <Height 1 to 16> 

The default value of the grid height s 8 points. 

This grid height can, whenever required, be decremented or incremented by 
using this command. : 

Besides the actual picture on the monitor screen, this command will also in- 
fluence the "WRITE-SYMBOL"” command; symbols written from ncw on will 
be terminated at the new grid height. 

Example: 

GRID 6 

The actual picture on the monitor will be shown in an 8 x 6 grid and characters 
written from now on will be terminated after 6 lines, and the next character will 
automatically be started. 
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2.7.3  CURSOR <ON/OFF> 

This command enables one to either let the cursor follow the picture drawing 

all the time (ON {default)) or to hold the cursor in a fixed position {(OFF). The 

same effect is achieved by using the control characters36 (ON), 37 (OFF). 

2.7.4 -~ BLINK <ON/OFF> 

Blink off is the default mode. After a blink on command is given further infor- 

mation output to the screen monitor will blink (foreground and background 

blink with different frequencies). The same effect can be obtained by using the 

following control character Z°. 

  

1.5 

An absolute address determined by the two parameters can be specified when- 

ever required using this command. All further output will continue from this 

address. 

2.7.6 -WINDOW <address’> 

The address parameter here is the number of lines the picture is to move up- 

wards. If an 8 x 8 grid picture is drawn, only the first 36 lines in the refresh buf- 

fer are shown on the screen. The 12 last lines can be displayed by giving this 

command with the address parameter equal to 12. 

Example: 

*WIND 12 

The picture is moved 12 lines upwards. The 12 last lines are now visible but the 

first 12 lines will now have moved off the screen. 

Example: 

*Wind 0 

The picture is moved back to show the 36 first lines (its original position). The 

same possibility can be obtained by using the control character X followed by 

two decimal digits (00 to 12). 
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2.7.7 

2.7.8 

- STATUS 

The following information is printed on the terminal: 

The current line 
The current column 
The current foreground 
The current background 
The cuirent symbol buffer 
The current blink mode 
The current grid height 
The current window address 
The current move direction 
The current cursor mode 

Help lists on the terminal ail available commands and the parameters needed 
for each of them. 

HELP 
EXIT 
LOOK-AT-COLOUR <(FG/BGI> <NO> 
FOREGROUND <NO> 
BACKGROUND <NO> 
WRITE-COLOUR <(FG/BG/CUN> <NO> <INPUT FILE> 
SAVE-COLOUR <OUTPUT FILE> 
CHECK-COLOUR <(FG/BG/CUY> <NO> 
LOOK-AT-SYMBOL <SYHBOL BUFFER (1,2/374)> <NO> 
SET-SYMECGL-BUFFER <SYMBOL BUFFER (1/2/3/74)> 
WRITE-SYMBOL <SYMBOL BUFFER (1,/2/3-4)> <NO> <INPUT FILE> 
SAVE-SYMBOLS <SYMBOL EUFFER (1/2/3,4)> <OUTPUT-FILED 
CHECK-SYMBOL <SYMBUL BUFFER (1-,2/374)> <ND> 
LEFT 
RIGHT 
up 
DOWLN 
GRID-SIZE <HIGHT (1-16)> 
CURSOR <ON/OFF> 
BLINHK <ON-OFF> 
SET-ADDRESS <LINE> <COLOUMNS> 
WINDOW <ADDRESS> 
SAVE-PICTURE <OUTPUT-FILE> 
CORPY-FILE <INPUT FILE> 
WRITE-PICTURE <OUTPUT-FILE> 
NCT-NAME <FILE NAME> 
CLEAR 
STATUS . 
CREATE-MACRO <MACRO FILE> <NAME> <NO OF LIM.> <NO OF COL.> 
MOVE-MACRO <LIME> <COL> <FG> <BG> <SB> <KEEP QLD {(Y¥/N)> 
LOOK~-AT-MACRO <MACRD FILE> <NAME> <LINZ> <COL> <FG> <BG> <SB> 
CHECK-MACES-F ILE <MACRD FILE> 
DELETE-MACRO-NAME <MACRO FILE> <NAME-NUMBER (1-77)5 
SET-COMMAND-FIELD <LINE> <COL.> <NO. OF LINES> 
A< 
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27.9  Exit 

Returns from the NCT-SP back to SINTRAN lil. 

28  NCT-SPBRFLIBRARY 
Most of the NCT-SP commands can be called from other subsystems. The ac- 

tual calls with their parameters are: | w 

Example: 
FORTRAN: 
BASIC: 

Example: 
FORTRAN: 
BASIC: 

Example: 
FORTRAN: 
BASIC: 

Example: 
FORTRAN: 
BASIC: 

Example: 
FORTRAN: 
BASIC: 

Example: 
FORTRAN 
BASIC: 

Example: 
FORTRAN: 
BASIC: 

CALL NCTNA Kdevice named) 

CALLNCTNA ('NCT") 
CALL NCTNA (""NCT") 

CALLKLEAR 

CALL WRICO (KFG, BG, CU>,<no.>, <input file>) 

CALLWRICO {'FG’, 64, 'COLOURS’) 
WRICO ("FG"’, 64%, "COLOURS") 

CALL SAVCO (Koutput file>) 

CALLSAVCO ('COLOURS") 
CALL SAVCO {"COLOURS") 

CALL FORGR (<no.>) 

CALL FORGR (1) 
CALL FORGR (1%) 

CALL BACGR (<no.>) 

CALLBACGR (7) 
CALL BACGR (7%) 

CALL WRISY (<symbol buffer no>>,<char. no>, 

<input file>) 

CALLWRISY (2,5, 'SYMBOLS') 
CALLWRISY (2%, 5%, "SYMBOLS") 

CALL SAVSY (<ymbol buffer no2>», <putput 

file>) 

CALL SAVSY (2, 'SYMBOLS') 
CALL SAVSY (2%, "SYMBOLS") 
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Example: 
FORTRAN 
BASIC: 

Example: 
FGRTRAN: 
BASIC: 

Example: 
FORTRARN: 
BASIC: 

Example: 
FORTRAN: 
BASIC: 

Example: 
FORTRAN: 
BASIC: 

Example: 
FORTRAN: 

BASIC: 

Example: 
FORTRAN: 
BASIC 

CALL SSYBU (<no.>) 

CALL SSYBU (1) 
CALLSSYBU (1%) 

CALL COPYF Kinput file>) 

CALL COPYF ('"PICTURE') 
CALL COPYF ("PICTURE") 

CALL SAVPI (<output file>) 

CALL SAVPI('"PICTURE") 

CALL SAVPI("PICTURE") 

CALL WRIPI (output file>) 

CALL WRIPI ("PICTURE’) 
CALLWRIPH("PICTURE"”) 

CALL CREMA (<macro file>, <name>, <no. of 

lines>, <no. of col.>) 

CALL CREMA ("MACFI’, 'PART?1', 2, 3) 
CALL CREMA ("MACF!"”, "PART1", 2%, 3%) 

CALL LCAMA (<macro file>, <name>, <line>, 
<col,>,<fg>,<bg>, <sb>) 

CALL LOAMA ('MACFI', ‘PARTY, 10, 12, 64, 
64, 64) 
CALL LOAMA ("MACFI”, “PART1”, 10%, 
12%, 64%, 64%, 64%) 

CALL MOVMA Kline>, <col> <fg>, <bg>, <sb>, 

<keep old (Y/N)>) ' 

CALLMOVMA (22,33, 3, 63,64, 'Y') 
CALL MOVMA (2%, 33%, 3%, 63%, 64%, 
IIY!I) 

LEFT/RIGHT/UP/DOWN: = CALL  LEFT/CALL  RIGHT/CALL  UP/CALL 

Example: 
FORTRAN: 
BASIC: 

DOWN 

CALL GRIS! (Kheight>) 

CALL GRISI{10) 
CALL GRISI{10%) 
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Example: 
FORTRAN: 
BASIC: 

Example: 
FORTRAN: 
BASIC: 

Example: 
FORTRAN: 
BASIC: 

Example: 
FORTRAN: 
BASIC: 

Note: 

2-19 

CALL CURSO (KON/OFF>) 

CALL CURSO ('OFF) 
CALL CURSO ("OFF") 

CALL BLINK (KON/OFF>) 

CALL BLINK'ON'} 
CALLBLINK {"ON") 

CALL SETAD Kline>,<col.>) 

SETAD (20, 30) 
CALL SETAD (20%, 30%) 

CALLWINDO Klines up>) 

CALLWINDO((12) 
CALLWINDO (12%) 

When default values are wanted, code 6444 is used in the BRF part instead of 

CR. 
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3.1 

Seven bits coded characters are used to control NORDCOM TERMINAL. One 
additional bit used for parity-checking is supplied for serial transmission. 

A standard TTY driver may be used for both input and output, but automatic 
echo on input must be omitted. 

There are four main groups of characters. These are: 

- Control Characters 
- Control-Mode Characters 
- Character-Mode Characters 
- Address Mode Characters 

Control Characters have octal code from § to 37, and are used fer functional 
control of transmission and the terminal. Some Control Characters are used to 
control the ""mode’’ of the terminal. 

The interpretation of the Control Characters is independent of which "“mode” 

the terminal is set to. 

      Fransmission Contro!f Characters I LU s f < 

~ STX (octal 2) 

Set terminal open for transmission. 

~ EOT toctal 4) 

Set terminal closed for transmission. When the terminal is closed, the only 
characters to give a reaction are STX, RSTS, BELL and ENQ. 

* ENQ (octals) 

Request error status. The terminal checks for parity error and framing error. 
An error condition will affect the error status. ENQ resets the status. 
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3-2 

mfictal 6) 

Response character when no error has been detected since last ENQ. 

 NAK (octal 25) 

Response character when an error has been detected since last ENQ. 

~ RSTS toctal 6) 

Read Status from NCT. The "Ignore Error’” mode and the "lock switch” status 

may be read by this command. The returned character is as follows: 

Bit (0} = 1: IGNORE ERROR ON 

Bit (0) = 0: IGNORE ERROR OFF 

Bit (1) = 1: LOCK SWITCH OFF 
Bit (1) = 0: LOCK SWITCH ON 
Bit (2-6) =1 
Bit (7) = Parity 

* BELL (octal 7) 

Bell or alarm command. This command will start a one-shot (adjustable from 

500 ms to 5 s), which will light the "alarm” lamp and/or make the alarm buzzer 

sound. 

  

3.1.2 

The terminal may be in character mode or in control mode. 

The interpretation of all characters except control characters wili depend on 

which mode the terminal is set to. 

SET-CHARACTER-MODE (octal 16) 
SET-CONTROL-MODE {octal 17) 

3 1.3 

  

The address register contained in NCT is used in connection with the transfer 

of data byte to the Refresh Buffer and Symbol Buffer. 

For the purpose of holding the address of the next position in the refresh buf- 

fer, the address register consists of Row Address and Colunn Address. 

Each of these registers may be incremented or decremented automatically of 

under program control, or may be cleared or set to any absolute value. 
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3.1.4 - Set Address Absolute 

To transfer an absolute value to the Row and Column Address requires a 

sequence of three consecutive characters, 

First Character: 

ADDRESS HEADING (octal 20) 
The following two characters are interpreted to be a special format. 

Second Character: 

ROW ADDRESS (octal value from 100 to 177) 
Row Address greater than 157 means addressing of symbol buffer. Refer 

to Section 3.2. 

Third Character: 

COLUMN ADDRESS (octal value from 100 to 177) 

3.1.5  Automatic Address Step 

The NORDCOM TERMINAL will be in one of four modes for automatic step of 

address. Stepping of address takes place for each character transmitted to the 

refresh buffer. 

The direction of address stepping is determined by the mode. 

SET MODE RIGHT (octal 21) 
SET MODE LEFT (octal 22) 
SET MODE DOWN (octal 23) 
SET MODE UP {octal 24) 

3.1.6 

  

- (octal 10) 
— (octal 11) 

¥ (octal 13) 
$ (octal 34) 

These step the corresponding address independent of the automatic mode. 

Clearing of the Row and Column Register is done by: 

- Power-on clear 
- Control character "ERASE PICTURE" (octal 14) 

- Control character "HOME" (Y ) {octal 35) 
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3.1.7 

3.1.8 

- Cursor Marker 

There is a visible cursor marker that by the control character “CURSOR 
LOCK" (octal 36) may be programmed to follow the current address position 
on the screen. The cursor may be presented in different colours (see colour 

control). 

The control character "CURSOR UNLOCK" (octal 37) will hold the cursor 
marker on the specific position on the screen, whatever the contents of Row 
and Column registers may be thereafter. 

INIT (octal 33) 

Start hardware "ROM LOADER”. This command is equal to power-up or 
manually clear, which starts the internal leading of the standard 64 symbol 
ASCIl set, a compiete standard colour set, a test picture in refresh buffer. In 

addition, the foilowing initial state will be set: 

Right mode, character mode, 8 x 8 size, cursor follow, termina! open, 
down, up, all programmable lamps off, FG colour 15 (white), BG colour 

0 {black), Block 0 and Blink off. 

The string is terminated with an ENQ which returns an ACK code (octal 

6) on the line. 

The terminal is closed during the load sequence {about 1/8 s.) but the 
returned ACK may be used as a ready signal. 
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3.2 

The symbol generator utilizes a writeable store to specify each symbol. This 
store contains one bit for each point in the symbol. 

When the terminal is in “Control Mode” the symbol size is specified by one of 
the following characters: 

Octal 105 - 8 x 6 per symbol 
Octal 107 - 8 x 8 per symbol 
Octal 113 - 8 x 12 per symbol 
Octal 117 - 8 x 16 per symbol 

For the formats 8 x 6 and 8 x 8 the symbol store contains specifications of 256 
different symboils. 

For the formats 8 x 12 and 8 x 16 the symbol store specifies 128 different sym- 
bols. 

Loading of symbol store is done in "“"Control Mode”. The first step is to add- 
ress the proper symbol position in the store, then follow the string of charac- 
ters describing the symbol. 

The Row and Column registers are used for addressing. The Row register shall 
hold the address of the symbo! block. The first block of 64 symbols is addres- 
sed by entering oct. 160 to the Row register, the next blocks by entering oct. 
164, 170 and 174. 

The symbol address within a block is entered in the Column register by an oc- 
tal value between 100 and 177. The string characters that follow shall be trans- 
mitted in the sequence indicated in the figure below. The binary value of ihe 
four least significant bits in each character defines the bit pattern for that part 
of the symbol. The character will then have a value between oct. 40 and oct. 
h7. The ""ones’ are presented on the screen in foreground colour, The “‘zeros” 
are presented in background colour. 

An internal byte counter takes care of the addressing within one symbol. This 
byte counter is reset by any control character, but incremented by any other 
character. To reset the counter and to insure control mode the character "'SET 
CONTROL MODE" (oct. 17) must be transmitted after the last address byte. 
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When the 16 characters have been received by the terminal, the Column reg- 
ister holding the symbol address is incremented automatically. 

For symbol formats of 8 x 12 and 8 x 16 the symbol description is loaded into 
pairs of blocks. Block 0 and 1 define the first 64 symbols, and block 2 and 3 
define the last 64 symbols. The loading of symbol store for these formats must 
be done with separate strings of 16 characters. Blocks 0 and 2 hold the upper 

half of the symbal. 

The colour generator utilizes a writeable store to specify 16 foreground colo- 
urs, 8 background colours and 8 cursor colours. 

Each of these colours are described in a format of three codes of four bits 

each. 

Each code is used to specify a certain level of colour intensity by giving input 
to the three primary colour guns of the RGB monitor. Code “0000" gives the 

highest intensity. 

LLoading of the colour store is done in "Control Mode” by transferring the fol- 
lowing sequence of 96 characters, where the characters will have an octal 

value between 60 and 77. 

1st to 16th RED Foreground level 
1st to 8th RED Background levei 
1st to 8th RED Cursor level 
1st to 16th GREEN Foreground level 
1st to 8th GREEN Background level 
1st to 8th GREEN Cursor level 
1st to 16th BLUE Foreground level 
1st to 8th BLUE Background level 
1st to 8th BLUE Cursor level 

Example: 

A symbol at a specific position on the screen shall have Foreground colour 
number 5 and Background colour number 3 (the first colour has number 0). 

Foreground symbol is then shown with the colour specified by the 6th code for 
RED, GREEN and BLUE foreground. The rest of the symbol matrix is shown 
with the colour specified by the 4th code for RED, GREEN and BLUE back- 

grounds. 

If the cursor should appear in this position, it will be shown with the colour 
addressed by the background colour number, but shown with the colour speci- 

fied for cursor in the colour store. 

In the example, this will give the 4th code for RED, GREEN and BLUE cursor 

colours, 
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3.4 

3.5 

The refresh buffer holds 48 rows (lines) of information. When an 8 x 6 symbol 

size is specified, all the 48 lines are shown at the same time, and then win- 

dowing has no significant meaning. 

For the other symbol sizes, however, there will be a greater number of lines in 

the refresh buffer, than that shown on the screen at the same time. 

The “WINDOW POINTER” character octal 140 to 177, entered in ""Control 

Mode® will define the line number in the refresh buffer which appears as the 

topmost on the screen. 

The table below shows the correspondance between the symbol format and 

the number of rows on the screen, and the window pointer that should be 

entered in order to get the 48th row on the lower line on the screen. 

Symbol Rows on Window 

Format: Screen: Pointer: 

8x6 48 octal 140 

8x8 36 octal 154 

8x12 24 octal 170 

8x16 18 octal 176 

- LAMP FUNCTIONS 

Eight predefined positions on the keyboard have keytops with built-in light 

bulbs. These lamps are controlled by two consecutive characters transmitted 

in "“Control Mode’'. The four least significant bits in the character give informa- 

tion light/no-light. The characters are octal 120 to 137. 

17 +137+137: Alllamps OFF 
17 +120+120: Alllamps ON 

17 +137 +127: Lamp (1, 3) ON (F1), other OFF 

17 +137 +133: Lamp (1, 2) ON (F2), other OFF 

17 +137 +135: Lamp (1, 1) ON (SIZE), other OFF 

17 +137 + 136: Lamp {1, 0} ON {BLOCK), other OFF 

17 +136+137: Lamp {0, 0) ON (BLINK), other OFF 

17 + 135+ 137: Lamp (0, 1) ON (WINDOW), other OFF 

17+ 133 +137: Lamp (0, 2) ON (FG COL), other OFF 

17+127 +137: Lamp (0, 3) ON (BG COL), other OFF 

17 +136+127: L.amp (0, 0) and (1, 3) ON, other OFF 

0101 xxxx 1 

or any combination. 

Lamp (N, M) 

00001111 & 

0101 xxxx 0 x =0: Lamp ON 

x=1: Lamp OFF 

3210 ~tmemomd 
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3.6 

3.7 

When in character mode all characters with octal value from 40 to 137 cause a 

16 bit word to be written in the refresh memory to the position by Row and 

Column address. 

The six least significant bits are taken directly from the character itself. Bits 6 

and 7 are taken from the block flags, bits 8, 9, 10 and 11 from the FG colour 

flags, bits 12, 13 and 14 from the BG colour flags and bit 15 from the Blink flag. 

All flags are set by characters greater than 137 as follows: 

140 - 157; Set FG colours (0 - 15) 
160 - 167: SetBG colours (0-7) 
170-173: SetBLOCK (0-3) 

174 - 175: Set BLINK (ON/OFF) 

See Figure 3.1. 

NORDCOM TERMINAL may be delivered with a keyboard which, in addition 

to the standard alphanumeric keys, has a set of control keys and 25 function 

keys. 

The keyboard layout is specified in Appendix A. Keyboard control is designed 

for N-key roll-over. Key force is 80 - 100 grams. 

Input codes from the keyboard are specified in Appendix B and © 
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EFFECT OF CHARACTERS WHEN CHARACTER MODE 

040_137....
"Il....l.ll

l‘l..'l.ll.
'l.l.olxxxx

xx — 

1 0 x x X 

170—173.I..
lll'l.l...'

.l'.!llllll
E]xx 

SET BLOCK —*L__ | 
- 

140157 ¢ e e evasoseeasosaas 1 1 0 x x X X 
N 

SET FG I"l I 
e 

160"167.-.-......1110}()(}{ 
e 

- 

SET BG —'[___—] 

174-175.... 1 1 1 110, 

SET BLINK ——[%       
    
  

  

l v ¢ ¥ WRITE 

. e ey Ay e 

CURRENT ADDRESS | | | fe— 
15 14 12 1 87 65 0] 

| l 

II REFRESH MEMORY || 

Figure 3.1 
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Format 

Controf Characters 
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in block 

Foreground Colour 

Background Colour 

Symbol Block 

Selsctor Blink 

Data to Symbol Generator 

Data to Colour Generator 
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Data to Lamps 

Window Painter 

Address Byte 
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CODES FROM KEYBQARD 

Octal valua of Octal value of 

Enc. | character Enc. | charactar 
Wir. | out Wir, | out 

KEY TEXT xy | (oct) | Norm| shift | cTRL|Cts KEY TEXT xy | loct) | Norm]| Shift] CTRL| Cts 

@ 00 | o000 |100 |100 |000 |OOO 0 48 | 060 |060 |050 | 060 |06G 

A 01 001 | 141 [107 |001 001 1 I 48 | 061 | o061 |04a1 | 061 |041 

B 02 | 002 |142 [102 |002 |002 2 " 50 | o062 |062 |04z | 062 |042 

c 03 | 003 |143 |103 |003 |003 3 # 51 063 | 063 | 043 | 063 |043 

D 04 {004 |144 {104 |004 [004 4 $ 52 | 064 | 064 |044 | 064 |044 

€ o5 |oo5 |145 | 105 |005 |0OS 5 % 53 | 065 | 065 |045 | 065 |045 

F 06 | 006 |146 |106 |006 [006 6 & 54 | 066 | 066 [046 | 066 |04G 

G o7 | o007 |147 |107 |007 [007 7 ' 55 | 067 |067 |047 | 067 |0a7 

H o8 | o010 |i60 [110 |010 |010 8 ( 56 | 070 |070 |os50 | 070 [0S0 

1 09 | o011 151 |111 |o11 [o11 9 ) 57 | 071 |071 |051 | 071 |0851 

J 10 | o012 |182 [112 |012 |012 * 58 | 072 |072 |os52 | 072 |052 

K 11 013 |153 [113 [013 |013 ; + 59 | 073 | 073 |053 | 073 |o053 

L 12 | 014 |154 [114 {014 |014 . < 60 | 074 |054 |G74 | 054 |074 

M 13 |o015 |185 |[115 |015 |018 = - 61 075 |oss |075 | 055 |075 

N 14 | o016 |156 [116 |016 |016 . > 62 | 076 |o0s6 |o76 | 056 |076 

o 15 | o017 |1€7 |117 |017 |017 / ? 63 | 077 |os7 |o77 | 057 |077 

P 16 | 020 |160 |120 |020 |o0z20 SPACE 64 | 100 [040 |040 | 040 |040 

a 17 |o021 |161 [121 [c21 |o21 FG COLOR Ol 65 101 | 001 001 | 0OV |00 

R 18 | 022 |162 [122 |022 |o022 STX 66 102 {002 

s 19 | 023 {163 1123 |023 023 BG COLOR Ol 67 103 |o003 * 

T 20 | 024 |164 |124 |024 |024 EOT @| 68 104 | 004 

U 21 026 |165 [125 |025 |025 ERROR ®|69 105 | 005 

v 22 | 026 |166 |126 |026 |026 ACK +)i70 | 106 |o006 

w 23 (027 |167 |127 jo27 |o27 ALARM (BELL) @|71 107 | o007 . 

X 24 {030 |170 |130 (030 |030C “ 72 110 {010 : 

Y 25 |031 |171 [131 |031 |031 - 73 | 111 o1 ! 

z 256 | 032 |172 |132 |032 |032 LF 14 | 112 |012 . 

£~ (D 27 |o0ag |173 [133 |033 |033 } 75 |113 |o013 : 
o (I \ ) 28 | 034 |174 |134 |034 |034 ERASE 76 114 |014 : 

A (3} D 29 |o035 [175 |135 |035 (036 CR 77 |115 |o15 
A ~ 30 |o36 |176 |136 |176 |136 CHAR. MODE @78 116 | 016 . 

DEL - 31 037 |177 |137 ;127 |137 CNTR MODE ®| 79 117 | o017 . 

o 32 |o040 |060 |060 |0B0 [080O ADDR. MODE 9|80 120 | 020 > 

1 33 |o041 |051 |o61 |061 [o0B1 -  MODE 81 121 | 021 

2 34 |o042 |[062 |062 |062 |062 “  MODE 82 122 | 022 : 

3 35 |043 |oss |03 |063 063 { MoDE 83 |123 |o023 . 

4 36 | 044 |034 |064 |064 |064 T  wmobE g4 | 124 |024 ) 

6 37 045 |o65 |065 |065 |065 NAK #*)les |125 |o02s5 :(-' 

6 38 |o46 |06e |oe6 |066 |0G6 SIZE Ol ss 126 | 026 s 

7 39 |o47 |os? jos7 los7 |oe7 EOF 87 127 | 027 g 

8 40 |oso |o7c |o70 |o70 [070 WINDOW Ol a8 130 | 030 z 

9 a1 o051 |071 |071 [071 |O71 BLOCK Ol a9 131 | 031 2 

42 o052 [172 172 |172 |[172 BLINK Olso |132 |o032 “E‘ 

43 053 |173 |173 |173 |173 ESC 91 133 | 033 g 

44 |o054 |174 174 |174 |174 t 92 134 | 034 . 

45 |oss |[175 |175 |175 |[175 HOME 93 135 |o3s ) 

- 46 | o056 |ose |0s6 |056 |066 CURSOR FOLLOW®] 94 136 | 036 : 

WINDOW DOWN 47 057 {177 |177 |i77 [177 CURSOR STOP 95 137 | 037 ) 
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